
  

 

Sevak 

My Second Inning with God of Cricket 
Sachinnnnn Sachinnnnnn !!! 

Sachinnnnn Sachinnnnnn !!! 

Sachinnnnn Sachinnnnnn !!! 
 
Somehow this roaring has stopped............ 

But I have not stopped roaring the same, I don't know but I cannot imagine 

Cricket without that roar, without the legend, without the God of Cricket. 

Number of runs and all new records have just stopped now. 

Yes, it’s true and we have to believe that God of Cricket won't be doing any 
more magic on the 22 yard circle. 
 
But how can I forget all my sweet memories attached with Sachin. 

My very first question after each and every INDIA's match was; 

"How much did Sachin score?" and it was irrespective of whether INDIA 
won or lost the match. I generally never missed any live matches when 
Sachin was playing and switched OFF the TV whenever he was out. It’s not 
only me who wanted to switch OFF the TV but my mumma also, who use 
to tell me “Sachin is OUT, now there is no point in watching this match any 
further." 
 
That may be because she also loved to watch Cricket match only when 
Sachin was batting and when he was on the crease but for the rest of the 
time, she didn't even allow me to watch Cricket match any further. May be 
it was just because she use to get hurt when Sachin was OUT. 
 

This must have been the reaction of not only my mumma alone but I guess 

all the INDIANs were mad to watch Sachin inside that 22 yard circle and 

their heart broke whenever he was OUT. In fact they can't watch him 

getting OUT. We all have grown along with him. He made us feel very 

proud. He scored and it feels that our INDIA scored. 

Definitely he took our nation on that highest peak where probably 

someone or maybe I won't be wrong if I say no one can reach. 



  

 

Sevak 

I started watching Cricket match from 1996 world cup and from 1999 

World Cup onwards in a very true sense. That may be because during 

that time one of our neighbor bought color TV and they use to invite us 

whenever there was INDIA's match. 

 

Also one of the reasons may be Britania's advertisement during 1999 

world cup, it made me more fascinated towards the game of Cricket. 

Yes I use to collect all the Britania products coupons that time and really 

those were altogether fun for me. 

 

In spite of South Africa being my favorite team and Allan Donald as a 

favorite bowler, I was a big follower of our Tendulkar (I purposefully 

said "our", as he is not mine alone but, he is everyone's GOD). Frankly, I 

didn't like our INDIAN team much during that time but in a little corner 

of my heart, I did like our team just because of Tendulkar only. 

 

I remember those days when Sachin use to play on the crease and 

despite of people being so tired of their entire day of work, they use to 

stand hours and hours in front of an Electronic Showroom. But why and 

for what? Just to watch Sachin playing..... 

 

They were least bothered of getting back home or having food or even 

about the leg pain that they were least aware because of long hours of 

standing ... All just to watch Sachin playing. 

"Ohh! Sachin OUT, Let’s go home" and suddenly whole crowd use to 

disappear and get back to their normal life. 

 

Coca-Cola cup @Sharjahan is all time best part to see Sachin again and 

again. Shane Warne along with his Australian team mates can never 

ever forget that night. He, the one man army, achieved people's 

regards, best wishes and fame not in INDIA but throughout the world. 
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Records and records on his account and still polite, down to earth and 

simple human being. Never being a part of politics and corruption or 

entertaining the same in this game. In fact it was not just a game for 

him, he worships it every day. 

 

His immense overseas performances made him respectful and more 

commendable. Because of him and his game, our entire Nation has 

achieved a higher peak/stand amongst other countries. 

 

His cricket journey was not so simple. Achieving a top level may not be 

difficult for most of the people in their life but maintaining the same 

position for long is the most challenging task for all and that’s where he 

won most of the matches. 

 

He faced "out of form" situation in his career which was just very 

difficult for him to believe. He himself has many physical injuries, ups n 

downs in his career, got out in less runs, INDIA lost many matches, hard 

time during his captaincy, being apart from his family and all relatives 

and that was his career's most challenging part but still he stood 

upfront, accepted all the challenges and never gave up his love for 

Cricket. 

 

I guess that was the most remarkable part of his life which inspired 

most of us. Either as a good human being or may be because of his good 

performances, our selector always maintained him in top 11. Many of 

other good INDIAN players (like Laxman, Dravid, Ganguly, Kumble etc.) 

have put their skills and effort to put our country on top side but not for 

so long. They came one by one, joined this journey with Sachin and 

finally left him alone. He was the only person who took this entire 

nation’s pride and responsibilities on his shoulder alone throughout 

these 25 years of Cricket journey. 



  

 

Sevak 

He gave new definitions of this game to our country. 

He became a good friend and a mentor for our new young generations. 
He is an inspiration to many of them. As a good human being inside as 
well as outside of that 22 yard circle, he became our country’s most 
respectful person. 
 
Scoring 200* in 143 balls against South Africa just made him a first 

Superman in this entire Cricket World and he proved that he is a legend 

in true sense. That’s why legend sir Don Bradman could never stop 

himself from saying it every time, “I see myself when he is playing and 

never miss his match. He is a legend.” 

And like wise many more records just made him a God of Cricket. 

 

MUMBAI, INDIA - APRIL 02: Sachin Tendulkar of India celebrates his 

teams win during the 2011 ICC World Cup Final between India and Sri 

Lanka at the Wankhede Stadium on April 2, 2011 in Mumbai, India. 

(Photo by Matthew Lewis/Getty Images) 

 

2011 world cup journey and finally INDIANs are the champions; for 

which he lived and waited for so long. 

His dream came true and truly DHONI and his team made his dream 

come true.  

He lifted that World cup trophy, he thanked everyone for giving support 

and finally that time came when he announced moving out from ODI. 

 

I thought that was just a bad dream I saw but unfortunately..... 

Heart breaking news to all. We just can’t believe it! 

Winning T20 champion’s trophy as well as IPL6 trophy for Mumbai 
Indians and suddenly he decided to move out from Color Clothing? That 
was total retirement from International Cricket except Test matches. 
 
Sadness everywhere. 
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Cricket without Sachin and God of Cricket, just unbelievable and finally 

the day came when God of Cricket announced retirement from all 

International and Domestic format made our life without breath. Final 

second Test match against West Indies that too at Wankhede Stadium 

(after his personal request to BCCI for his mother) gave a last chance for 

us to watch him live. It was my bad luck that I was in USA but still I have 

managed and kept my whole time for him on that second Test 

@Wankhede. 

 

Those 5 days were only for God of Cricket. 

Entire setup on his all past memories, Indian Government announced 

and launched postal tickets on him, many celebrities/politicians came up 

and gathered to watch him, Fans throughout the world gathered to greet 

him and sent him lots of love/respect, Big Screen with SRT200 message, 

T-shirts and colorful posters and among those all many such things, his 

family that too his mother personally came to watch him play live. 

 

That was his biggest achievement, I must say his dream came true for 

which he had waited for past 25 years. (She has never seen his son 

playing live). Situation was more respectful when not only all the West 

Indians but entire nation gave him Guard of Honour. Dhoni and his Team 

gave him running guard of honour when he was last time departing from 

22 yard circle and that was his last moment. 

 

On his emotional speech, he thanked everyone who helped him and 

stood along with him throughout his journey directly or indirectly. 

He went back in center of 22 yard circle, touch the ground, he cried, I 

cried and entire world cried. I don’t know but we all cried.  

(I was crying again when I was writing this). 
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May be because being our country’s son, brother, father or friend and 

he was departing from us, from this 22 yard circle. We all have to 

believe that hard truth. He gave our country countless pride and 

respectful moments. 

 

As part of a small return gift (like a small drop in an ocean), we can keep 

his momentum, his pride, his beliefs and his dream alive forever by 

supporting our country, our young generation in true sense. 

 

That would be a true return gift to our God of Cricket. I have lot of 

feelings and lot many things to write for him, these are some of the few 

words and just a small thoughts from my heart. Truly speaking, one 

cannot describe our Nation's true Legend in words. 

 

Finally I must say, 

He is in true sense our nation's "BHARAT RATNA" and his passion and 

love for game of Cricket will remain forever in our heart. 

 

“Legends Never Retire” 

 

“10 Forever” 


